Camp Sloane YMCA
How-To Guide
Friendship Bracelets

Supplies:
String (embroidery floss) - https://www.amazon.com/Embroidery-Rainbow-Friendship-Bracelets-PAON/dp/B076TT3TYN/
Scissors - https://www.amazon.com/Scissors-Titanium-Multipurpose-Comfort-Grip-Handles/dp/B07H3QKN2Z/
Tape/safety pins - https://www.amazon.com/SINGER-Assorted-Safety-Multisize-50-Count/dp/B000CQP76Y/
This guide is going to teach you how to make one of the simplest styles - the Candy Stripe.
Step 1: Choose your colours. I would start with just 3 or 4 colours until you get the rhythm and
pattern sorted in your brain, and then you can step it up to something a bit fancier!
Step 2: Cut your strings. As a rough guide I usually hold the string between my fingers, stretch
out my arm and pull the string up the length of my arm, then cut it when it reaches my shoulder...
about 60-65cm.
Step 3: Tie your strings together. Knot the strings at the top, leaving about an inch or so above
the knot so you have something to tie the bracelet together with then you’re done. Separate your
strings out in the order you want your stripes to go, from left to right.
For example, let’s say we have:
String 1 - Blue
String 2 - Orange
String 3 - Red
String 4 - White
Tape the top of the string to a table, or pin it to your trousers... anything that will keep it in
place.
Step 4: The ‘Forward Knot’ (FK) Part 1. This is the basis of all bracelets... other patterns use
a ‘Backward Knot’ (BK), but we won’t go into that now. And once you grasp the FK, the BK will
make perfect sense too.

Pick up your first string (blue) and fold it over string 2 (orange) so it looks like the number 4 (see
image above). Loop the blue string around the orange string and pull it up so a blue knot forms
around the orange string at the top. Do this twice.
Step 5: The FK Part 2. Now do the same as above but around string 3 (red). So make a knot with
the blue string around the red string and pull up as before. Do this twice.
Step 6: The FK Part 3. Move the blue string onto the white string and repeat the above process.
Tie the blue string around the white string and pull it tight. Do this twice. Your blue string should
now be all the way over on the right.

Step 7: Repeat. Follow the instructions above using the orange string next. So orange over red, orange
over white, orange ove blue. Then red over white, red over blue, red over orange. Finally white over blue,
white over orange, white over red.
Step 8: Keep going. Repeat this process over and over again until you have a whole heap of strings that
make a bracelet long enough to go all the way around your friend’s wrist!

Step 9: Tie it off. Once your bracelet is long enough, tie all the strings together to stop it all
coming undone. Then I always like to plait the left over string so it looks nice and neat.
Step 10: Give it to your friend! Tie your lovely new bracelet around your friend’s wrist! Then go
make another one!
And that’s a candy stripe bracelet! Simple really, isn’t it? Now you can do this one, there’s no stopping
you... I’d recommend trying a Chevron next - it’s basically a double sided candy stripe and uses that
Backward Knot I was talking about earlier. Then have a look online for a some awesome patterns... the
(friendship bracelet making) world is your oyster!

Websites with further instructions:
https://diyprojectsforteens.com/diy-friendship-bracelets/
https://www.countryliving.com/diy-crafts/g28485327/how-to-make-friendship-bracelets/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qrn01JeAnQk
https://feltmagnet.com/crafts/How-to-make-friendship-bracelets-with-letters-and-numbers-on-them

